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To everyone who says that he is certain of the existence of the Creator and the Hereafter, I tell
him: you are right, but you still do not know the meaning of what you say!, and if he said: I know
the meaning of what I say, I tell him: unless your feelings and life are affected with the
seriousness of what you say, then you are a big liar, lying on yourself.There are three conditions
of faith are absent from your heart and you do not know. They are the absence of true knowledge
of the Creator and the Hereafter, and the absence of feelings and goal attached to the Creator
and the Hereafter.The purpose of the book is to show that knowledge of the existence of the
Creator and the afterlife is false knowledge among the vast majority of people and to show that
this knowledge has a very big impact on feelings, goals, worries and works, and to show that this
effect does not exist in these peopleThe human being may hear about the matter and
understand it and believe in it, but he is still ignorant of it because he did not pay attention to the
seriousness of the matter, so hearing, understanding and certainty became dead things as if
they did not exist even though they existed on the face of the truth, and the human became
ignorant of it even though he heard, understood and believed in it.Ignorance of the Creator and
the afterlife is deliberate, which is called: the disbelief of the turning away of knowledge of the
Creator and the afterlife, and its purpose is to prevent its automatic effect on feelings, goals,
worries and works, because man does not want to live as a slave and wants to live to enjoy the
urgent world life and not the future (the afterlife), Man may think that he worships God and in fact
he worships money and the world.This book is for all people and not only for Muslims, it is for
anyone who thinks that he knows the Creator and the hereafter and the truth is that he knows
only the world.The other thing is that feelings and goals related to the Creator and the Hereafter
are non-existent, and a person thinks that they are, and whoever works to achieve these feelings
and goals may people think that he does nothing because these are things that are not apparent
and are expressions of feelings within the heart, even though working to achieve them is the
most dangerous thing in Religion, and is the most important than all apparent actions.
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Conditions of faith absent from the heart Written byDr. Hosni Al-Beshbishi In the name of God,
the most Merciful, the most Compassionate Introduction Thank God, the Lord of the Worlds, and
prayers and peace on the master of the first two and the others, but after: To everyone who says
that he is certain of the existence of the Creator and the Hereafter, I tell him: you are right, but
you still do not know the meaning of what you say!, and if he said: I know the meaning of what I
say, I tell him: unless your feelings and life are affected with the seriousness of what you say,
then you are a big liar, lying on yourself.There are three conditions of faith are absent from your
heart and you do not know. They are the absence of true knowledge of the Creator and the
Hereafter, and the absence of feelings and goal attached to the Creator and the Hereafter.The
purpose of the book is to show that knowledge of the existence of the Creator and the afterlife is
false knowledge among the vast majority of people and to show that this knowledge has a very
big impact on feelings, goals, worries and works, and to show that this effect does not exist in
these peopleThe human being may hear about the matter and understand it and believe in it, but
he is still ignorant of it because he did not pay attention to the seriousness of the matter, so
hearing, understanding and certitude became dead things as if they did not exist even though
they existed on the face of the truth, and the human became ignorant of it even though he heard,
understood and believed in it.Ignorance of the Creator and the afterlife is deliberate, which is
called: the disbelief of the turning away of knowledge of the Creator and the afterlife, and its
purpose is to prevent its automatic effect on feelings, goals, worries and works, because man
does not want to live as a slave and wants to live to enjoy the urgent world life and not the future
(the afterlife), Man may think that he worships God and in fact he worships money and the
worldly life.This book is for all people and not only for Muslims, it is for anyone who thinks that he
knows the Creator and the hereafter and the truth is that he knows only the worldly life.The other
thing is that feelings and goals related to the Creator and the Hereafter are non-existent, and a
person thinks that they are, and whoever works to achieve these feelings and goals may people
think that he does nothing because these are things that are not apparent and are expressions
of feelings within the heart, even though working to achieve them is the most dangerous thing in
Religion, and is the most important than all apparent actions.The hardest thing for a person to
change his view of life and things and change his feelings and change his goal, because this
means that he needs to change his mind and heart with a new mind and heart!. In this book, we
show you how you change your outlook on life and things, how you change your feelings and
your goal.If a man's view of things is corrected, he sees things for what they really are and
discovers that he did not know the truth of these things, and accordingly his feelings and goals
change. If a person closes his eye from the hereafter, he sees the worldly life as great, and if he
looks at the worldly life and the hereafter together, he sees the worldly life as slim, so his feelings
and objectives are related to the hereafter, and if man closes his eye to the Creator, he sees
himself as great, and if he looks at the Creator and himself together, he sees himself as slim, so
his feelings and goals are related to the Creator and not related to himself.These three acts of
the heart must be changed: man's view of things, his feelings and his goal, and correcting these



three acts of the heart are more important and dangerous than all the visible acts, which is a
condition of faith, who seeks to achieve these heart acts seems for others that he do nothing,
because they are invisible acts of the heart, even though he achieves the most dangerous thing
in religion, and the problem is that a person may think that these heart acts are fulfilled by him
while they are completely non-existent, so he thinks that he knows God, loves and lives for him,
and in fact, he does not know anything but the worldly life and does not love anything but the
worldly life, nor does he live except for it, that is, he has nothing to do with the unseen world (the
hereafter, the creator, angels and jinn).Knowledge of anything includes three conditions are
hearing (or seeing) and understanding the meaning and attention to the seriousness of the
matter, attention to the dangerous matter is a sense of awe, and attention to the trivial matter is a
sense of smallness.Man's ignorance of God and the hereafter is not because he has not heard
of the Creator and the hereafter, and not because he does not understand the meaning of the
Creator and the hereafter, but because he is ignorant due to not paying attention to the
seriousness of the meaning of the Creator and the afterlife.The feelings of man (love, fear and
hope) and his goals are either related to God and the hereafter or to the worldly life, so if it
relates to God and the hereafter, it is called cardiac worship and is also called the act of the
heart, and if it relates to the worldly life, it is called the worship of desire (cardiac disbelief).This
book is a warning of two things: man may think that he knows God and the hereafter and in fact
he knows only the worldly life, and the second thing is that he doesn’t know the meaning of the
phrase: "There is no deity but Allah," which means: there is no true deity to be worshiped with
the heart and organs except Allah, i.e., he does not know that the worship of God is not only by
works but also with heart acts , then he does not know that he fell into cardiac disbelief by the
absence of cardiac worship, even though his organs are completely far from any kind of
disbelief.There is nothing more dangerous than discovering that there are two conditions of
belief that you do not have, there are two types of hidden cardiac disbelief that some fall into
while they do not know, namely the absence of true knowledge of God and the Hereafter, and
the absence of cardiac worship (the absence of feelings and goal).Religion is about inner deeds
and visible deeds, inner deeds are knowledge, certainty, feelings, goal and concern, and visible
actions are morals, speech, and actions of the organs, this book shows that some have no inner
deeds except for certainty, so knowledge in them is a defect, feelings, goal and concern are not
related to God and the Hereafter. Rather, it is related to the worldly life, and the visible works
may be present, absent, or almost absent.These people think that religion is acts of organs with
certainty in the heart, they do not know that there are cardiac acts other than certainty, and they
do not know that the existence of true knowledge, feelings and goal is a condition of faith.It can
be considered that the thing absent from the heart is knowledge only, because if knowledge is
achieved, feelings and goal are achieved automatically, and if knowledge is absent, feelings and
goal are not achieved.The transition of man to another life again in a place other than the planet
Earth is dangerous and exciting and very moving, all pleasures of the worldly life and its pains
are nothing in front of the pleasures and the pains of the afterlife, and the long years of life in the



world is nothing in front of eternity in the hereafter, and the return of man to permanent youth and
without death or disease in palaces built of gold and silver is amazing, nevertheless, some do
not have any sense of awe of these amazing things, and their feelings, worries, goals and lives
are not affected by these amazing things, while their feelings, worries, goals and lives are
affected by the things of the mortal world only, because they did not pay attention to the
seriousness of life in the hereafter, so they are ignorant of the hereafter as if they have not heard
about it or as if they did not understand its meaning.It is natural that once man knows the
existence of the Creator and the hereafter and is sure of it, his whole life, including feelings,
goals, ambitions, behaviors, emotions, joy, sadness, anger, morals, speech, intention and action
will be greatly affected, and his life will change at an angle of one hundred and eighty
degrees.The mere knowledge and certainty of the existence of the Creator and the afterlife is
very dangerous and very influential, but we are completely oblivious to that, and if the feelings of
man, his life and his work are not affected by the Creator and the hereafter, it means that he is
still ignorant of God and the hereafter.The human being is influenced by the matter and works for
it as much as he feels its dangerous, if it is dangerous and does not feel dangerous, he will not
be affected and will not work for it, the feeling of seriousness (attention to its seriousness) is the
missing element of knowledge.This book shows you the key to guidance in which you are
guided and you are a people of paradise, and the key to guidance is knowing Allah and the
hereafter, which is the key to happiness that makes you live happy in this world and the
hereafter, as well as the reason why man is forbidden to guide, which is ignorance of God and
the hereafter.The most serious issue in religion is that a person lives in a coma and then wakes
up after he dies and discovers that this life he was living in this world is a false life because real
life is in the hereafter, and he discovers that he was oblivious, and discovers that people are
asleep, when they died they are aware of the fact of the inattention that the people of the world
are living.If a man lived in the hereafter and then came to the people of the world, what could he
say to them? This book is a conception of what this man can say.Note that in the prevailing
custom that the word "heart" means only feelings, but in the Qur'an, the word "heart” includes
reason and feelings, and in the most common places the mind means, man makes sense in his
heart and loves with his heart, so God said: «They have hearts with which they do not
understand» [Al-A'raf: 179], «So have they not traveled through the earth and have hearts by
which to reason» [Al-Hajj: 46]This book is a systematic research within the framework of the
Qur'an and sunnah, and the scientific material in this book is derived from the texts of the Qur'an
and the correct investigated sunnah and through the books of interpretation and the words of
scholars, especially the Scholar of Islam Ibn Taymiyah, the Sheikh Ibn al-Qayyim, the righteous
ancestors and the mothers of the heritage books, all of which are investigated in a systematic
form with clear specific elements and within the framework of the curriculum of the people of the
Sunnah and the community.In view of the seriousness of the issue presented in the book, we
used the simple method of explanation clearly with specific elements and repeatedly explaining
the one meaning in more than one form for further clarification, and each issue mentioned in the



book we mention the conclusive evidence from the Qur'an, the correct sunnah, the books of
interpretation and the words of the scholars.And God is what we ask for and rely on. Part 1: the
three types of ignorance The reason for ignorance of God and the hereafter is the absence of
an element of attention.How can knowledge of God and the hereafter come true?Can ignorance
be Combined with certainty? Chapter 1: Terms of Knowledge Knowledge has three conditions in
terms of its elements, and it has two conditions in terms of its impact:Terms of knowledge in
terms of its elements:Three conditions are: hearing, understanding and attention.Ignorance has
three types according to the reason for this ignorance: ignorance for not listening, ignorance for
lack of understanding and ignorance for not paying attention to the seriousness of the
matter.The difference between the ignorant because of not listening or not understanding and
the ignorant because of inattention:If a person does not hear what you are saying to him, then he
does not know, and if he hears but not understands what you are saying to him, then he does
not know what you are saying to him, and if he hears and understands what you are saying to
him, but with no attention, then he still does not know what you are saying to him.Ignorance is
one thing, but it has different reasons, because there is ignorance for not listening, ignorance for
lack of understanding and ignorance for lack of attention.The ignorant who heard and
understood and did not pay attention is like the ignorant who has never heard of the matter, in
that he lives as if he had not heard of the Creator and as if he had not heard of something called
the Hereafter, so he lives for the worldly life despite his theoretical knowledge and certainty in
God and the Hereafter.Similarly, the ignorant one who has heard, understood and did not pay
attention likes the ignorant who has heard but has not understood, he lives as if he does not
understand the meaning of the unseen world, as if the unseen world is a talisman and vague
things that he does not understand, as if he does not understand what the (Creator) means and
what the (afterlife) means, living for the worldly life despite his theoretical knowledge and his
certainty of God and the afterlife.The ignorant because of the lack of listening or lack of
understanding and the ignorant because of the lack of attention all have nothing to do with the
unseen world as if the unseen world do not exist, and all of them are not affected as if they do
not exist.The difference is that the ignorant for lack of attention is that he thinks that he knows
but he does not know, because he has heard and understood the matter, so this kind of
ignorance is called hidden ignorance, but the result is the same, which is that his feelings,
worries, passions, ambition, behavior, and work are not negative or positive (except a little bit of
the outward appearance of some works) as if he has not heard.The concept of ignorance for
inattention:A person may hear about something, understand it, talk about it, believe in it, and
think that he knows it well, and in fact, despite all that, he is still ignorant of it and does not know
it because he is not heeded to it.It is well known to people that as long as a person has heard
about the matter and understood it, he has known it, and this is wrong, and there is another
element, which is attention, and if he hears and understands while he is not attentive, he still
does not know about it.Many people still think that they know Allah and the hereafter and in fact
they do not know because they are not aware of the seriousness of the matter.Ignorance of God



and ignorance of the hereafter means ignorance for lack of attention:

Conditions of faith absent from the heart Written byDr. Hosni Al-Beshbishi In the name of God,
the most Merciful, the most Compassionate Introduction Thank God, the Lord of the Worlds, and
prayers and peace on the master of the first two and the others, but after: To everyone who says
that he is certain of the existence of the Creator and the Hereafter, I tell him: you are right, but
you still do not know the meaning of what you say!, and if he said: I know the meaning of what I
say, I tell him: unless your feelings and life are affected with the seriousness of what you say,
then you are a big liar, lying on yourself.There are three conditions of faith are absent from your
heart and you do not know. They are the absence of true knowledge of the Creator and the
Hereafter, and the absence of feelings and goal attached to the Creator and the Hereafter.The
purpose of the book is to show that knowledge of the existence of the Creator and the afterlife is
false knowledge among the vast majority of people and to show that this knowledge has a very
big impact on feelings, goals, worries and works, and to show that this effect does not exist in
these peopleThe human being may hear about the matter and understand it and believe in it, but
he is still ignorant of it because he did not pay attention to the seriousness of the matter, so
hearing, understanding and certitude became dead things as if they did not exist even though
they existed on the face of the truth, and the human became ignorant of it even though he heard,
understood and believed in it.Ignorance of the Creator and the afterlife is deliberate, which is
called: the disbelief of the turning away of knowledge of the Creator and the afterlife, and its
purpose is to prevent its automatic effect on feelings, goals, worries and works, because man
does not want to live as a slave and wants to live to enjoy the urgent world life and not the future
(the afterlife), Man may think that he worships God and in fact he worships money and the
worldly life.This book is for all people and not only for Muslims, it is for anyone who thinks that he
knows the Creator and the hereafter and the truth is that he knows only the worldly life.The other
thing is that feelings and goals related to the Creator and the Hereafter are non-existent, and a
person thinks that they are, and whoever works to achieve these feelings and goals may people
think that he does nothing because these are things that are not apparent and are expressions
of feelings within the heart, even though working to achieve them is the most dangerous thing in
Religion, and is the most important than all apparent actions.The hardest thing for a person to
change his view of life and things and change his feelings and change his goal, because this
means that he needs to change his mind and heart with a new mind and heart!. In this book, we
show you how you change your outlook on life and things, how you change your feelings and
your goal.If a man's view of things is corrected, he sees things for what they really are and
discovers that he did not know the truth of these things, and accordingly his feelings and goals
change. If a person closes his eye from the hereafter, he sees the worldly life as great, and if he
looks at the worldly life and the hereafter together, he sees the worldly life as slim, so his feelings
and objectives are related to the hereafter, and if man closes his eye to the Creator, he sees
himself as great, and if he looks at the Creator and himself together, he sees himself as slim, so



his feelings and goals are related to the Creator and not related to himself.These three acts of
the heart must be changed: man's view of things, his feelings and his goal, and correcting these
three acts of the heart are more important and dangerous than all the visible acts, which is a
condition of faith, who seeks to achieve these heart acts seems for others that he do nothing,
because they are invisible acts of the heart, even though he achieves the most dangerous thing
in religion, and the problem is that a person may think that these heart acts are fulfilled by him
while they are completely non-existent, so he thinks that he knows God, loves and lives for him,
and in fact, he does not know anything but the worldly life and does not love anything but the
worldly life, nor does he live except for it, that is, he has nothing to do with the unseen world (the
hereafter, the creator, angels and jinn).Knowledge of anything includes three conditions are
hearing (or seeing) and understanding the meaning and attention to the seriousness of the
matter, attention to the dangerous matter is a sense of awe, and attention to the trivial matter is a
sense of smallness.Man's ignorance of God and the hereafter is not because he has not heard
of the Creator and the hereafter, and not because he does not understand the meaning of the
Creator and the hereafter, but because he is ignorant due to not paying attention to the
seriousness of the meaning of the Creator and the afterlife.The feelings of man (love, fear and
hope) and his goals are either related to God and the hereafter or to the worldly life, so if it
relates to God and the hereafter, it is called cardiac worship and is also called the act of the
heart, and if it relates to the worldly life, it is called the worship of desire (cardiac disbelief).This
book is a warning of two things: man may think that he knows God and the hereafter and in fact
he knows only the worldly life, and the second thing is that he doesn’t know the meaning of the
phrase: "There is no deity but Allah," which means: there is no true deity to be worshiped with
the heart and organs except Allah, i.e., he does not know that the worship of God is not only by
works but also with heart acts , then he does not know that he fell into cardiac disbelief by the
absence of cardiac worship, even though his organs are completely far from any kind of
disbelief.There is nothing more dangerous than discovering that there are two conditions of
belief that you do not have, there are two types of hidden cardiac disbelief that some fall into
while they do not know, namely the absence of true knowledge of God and the Hereafter, and
the absence of cardiac worship (the absence of feelings and goal).Religion is about inner deeds
and visible deeds, inner deeds are knowledge, certainty, feelings, goal and concern, and visible
actions are morals, speech, and actions of the organs, this book shows that some have no inner
deeds except for certainty, so knowledge in them is a defect, feelings, goal and concern are not
related to God and the Hereafter. Rather, it is related to the worldly life, and the visible works
may be present, absent, or almost absent.These people think that religion is acts of organs with
certainty in the heart, they do not know that there are cardiac acts other than certainty, and they
do not know that the existence of true knowledge, feelings and goal is a condition of faith.It can
be considered that the thing absent from the heart is knowledge only, because if knowledge is
achieved, feelings and goal are achieved automatically, and if knowledge is absent, feelings and
goal are not achieved.The transition of man to another life again in a place other than the planet



Earth is dangerous and exciting and very moving, all pleasures of the worldly life and its pains
are nothing in front of the pleasures and the pains of the afterlife, and the long years of life in the
world is nothing in front of eternity in the hereafter, and the return of man to permanent youth and
without death or disease in palaces built of gold and silver is amazing, nevertheless, some do
not have any sense of awe of these amazing things, and their feelings, worries, goals and lives
are not affected by these amazing things, while their feelings, worries, goals and lives are
affected by the things of the mortal world only, because they did not pay attention to the
seriousness of life in the hereafter, so they are ignorant of the hereafter as if they have not heard
about it or as if they did not understand its meaning.It is natural that once man knows the
existence of the Creator and the hereafter and is sure of it, his whole life, including feelings,
goals, ambitions, behaviors, emotions, joy, sadness, anger, morals, speech, intention and action
will be greatly affected, and his life will change at an angle of one hundred and eighty
degrees.The mere knowledge and certainty of the existence of the Creator and the afterlife is
very dangerous and very influential, but we are completely oblivious to that, and if the feelings of
man, his life and his work are not affected by the Creator and the hereafter, it means that he is
still ignorant of God and the hereafter.The human being is influenced by the matter and works for
it as much as he feels its dangerous, if it is dangerous and does not feel dangerous, he will not
be affected and will not work for it, the feeling of seriousness (attention to its seriousness) is the
missing element of knowledge.This book shows you the key to guidance in which you are
guided and you are a people of paradise, and the key to guidance is knowing Allah and the
hereafter, which is the key to happiness that makes you live happy in this world and the
hereafter, as well as the reason why man is forbidden to guide, which is ignorance of God and
the hereafter.The most serious issue in religion is that a person lives in a coma and then wakes
up after he dies and discovers that this life he was living in this world is a false life because real
life is in the hereafter, and he discovers that he was oblivious, and discovers that people are
asleep, when they died they are aware of the fact of the inattention that the people of the world
are living.If a man lived in the hereafter and then came to the people of the world, what could he
say to them? This book is a conception of what this man can say.Note that in the prevailing
custom that the word "heart" means only feelings, but in the Qur'an, the word "heart” includes
reason and feelings, and in the most common places the mind means, man makes sense in his
heart and loves with his heart, so God said: «They have hearts with which they do not
understand» [Al-A'raf: 179], «So have they not traveled through the earth and have hearts by
which to reason» [Al-Hajj: 46]This book is a systematic research within the framework of the
Qur'an and sunnah, and the scientific material in this book is derived from the texts of the Qur'an
and the correct investigated sunnah and through the books of interpretation and the words of
scholars, especially the Scholar of Islam Ibn Taymiyah, the Sheikh Ibn al-Qayyim, the righteous
ancestors and the mothers of the heritage books, all of which are investigated in a systematic
form with clear specific elements and within the framework of the curriculum of the people of the
Sunnah and the community.In view of the seriousness of the issue presented in the book, we



used the simple method of explanation clearly with specific elements and repeatedly explaining
the one meaning in more than one form for further clarification, and each issue mentioned in the
book we mention the conclusive evidence from the Qur'an, the correct sunnah, the books of
interpretation and the words of the scholars.And God is what we ask for and rely on. Part 1: the
three types of ignorance The reason for ignorance of God and the hereafter is the absence of
an element of attention.How can knowledge of God and the hereafter come true?Can ignorance
be Combined with certainty? Chapter 1: Terms of Knowledge Knowledge has three conditions in
terms of its elements, and it has two conditions in terms of its impact:Terms of knowledge in
terms of its elements:Three conditions are: hearing, understanding and attention.Ignorance has
three types according to the reason for this ignorance: ignorance for not listening, ignorance for
lack of understanding and ignorance for not paying attention to the seriousness of the
matter.The difference between the ignorant because of not listening or not understanding and
the ignorant because of inattention:If a person does not hear what you are saying to him, then he
does not know, and if he hears but not understands what you are saying to him, then he does
not know what you are saying to him, and if he hears and understands what you are saying to
him, but with no attention, then he still does not know what you are saying to him.Ignorance is
one thing, but it has different reasons, because there is ignorance for not listening, ignorance for
lack of understanding and ignorance for lack of attention.The ignorant who heard and
understood and did not pay attention is like the ignorant who has never heard of the matter, in
that he lives as if he had not heard of the Creator and as if he had not heard of something called
the Hereafter, so he lives for the worldly life despite his theoretical knowledge and certainty in
God and the Hereafter.Similarly, the ignorant one who has heard, understood and did not pay
attention likes the ignorant who has heard but has not understood, he lives as if he does not
understand the meaning of the unseen world, as if the unseen world is a talisman and vague
things that he does not understand, as if he does not understand what the (Creator) means and
what the (afterlife) means, living for the worldly life despite his theoretical knowledge and his
certainty of God and the afterlife.The ignorant because of the lack of listening or lack of
understanding and the ignorant because of the lack of attention all have nothing to do with the
unseen world as if the unseen world do not exist, and all of them are not affected as if they do
not exist.The difference is that the ignorant for lack of attention is that he thinks that he knows
but he does not know, because he has heard and understood the matter, so this kind of
ignorance is called hidden ignorance, but the result is the same, which is that his feelings,
worries, passions, ambition, behavior, and work are not negative or positive (except a little bit of
the outward appearance of some works) as if he has not heard.The concept of ignorance for
inattention:A person may hear about something, understand it, talk about it, believe in it, and
think that he knows it well, and in fact, despite all that, he is still ignorant of it and does not know
it because he is not heeded to it.It is well known to people that as long as a person has heard
about the matter and understood it, he has known it, and this is wrong, and there is another
element, which is attention, and if he hears and understands while he is not attentive, he still



does not know about it.Many people still think that they know Allah and the hereafter and in fact
they do not know because they are not aware of the seriousness of the matter.Ignorance of God
and ignorance of the hereafter means ignorance for lack of attention:Ignorance of God and the
Hereafter means ignorance for inattention to the danger of the meaning of the Creator and the
hereafter, and knowledge of God and the hereafter means attention to the seriousness of the
meaning of the Creator and the seriousness of the meaning of the hereafter.Ignorance of the
unseen world means that a person should be drunk towards the unseen world, because he
hears and understands the meaning of speech, but he does not know the matter because he is
out of his attention.The qualities of the ignorant for not paying attention:He is described as he
hears, and in the same time he is described as not hears, so how is that possible? He hears, but
there is no point in hearing it, because he hears unnoticed what he hears as if he does not hear,
and he is described as a deaf man metaphorically because in terms of the result is like the one
he never heard.Similarly, he is described as understanding, reasonable and seeing, and he is
described as not understanding, not reasonable and not seeing a metaphor, so God says: «The
example of those who disbelieve is like that of one who shouts at what hears nothing but calls
and cries cattle or sheep - deaf, dumb and blind, so they do not understand» [Al-Baqara:
171]The interpretation of this verse is: ((The likeness the attribute of those who disbelieve and
the one who calls them to guidance is as the likeness of one who shouts to that which hears
nothing save a call and a cry only a sound not understanding its meaning when they listen to an
admonition, they are like cattle that hear the cry of their shepherd but do not understand what he
is saying; they are deaf dumb blind — they do not comprehend any admonition))
[1].*******************************Terms of knowledge in terms of its impact:1. The presence of the
effect of knowledge on feelings and the goals (the act of the heart).2. The presence of the
impact of knowledge on worries, emotions, speech and acts of organs.The concept of the
conditions of knowledge of the unseen world in terms of its impact:It is natural that if a person
knows something serious and is convinced of it, his heart, feelings and acts of organs are
automatically affected by this matter, and if the heart and the acts of organs are not affected,
there is a defect in knowledge or conviction.The imbalance in knowledge is the disruption of the
function of attention, which is a natural innate function in man, but it is the human being who
disables it as a kind of turning away (ignoring) from knowledge (see Chapter 2 of part 2).The
human being is affected by a matter and works for this matter as much as he feels dangerous
(attention to its seriousness),the existence of the Creator and the existence of the afterlife is
extremely dangerous and makes all human thinking and all his feelings and all his work not
affected except by that, because there is nothing more dangerous than that, but the meaning
died because of the lack of attention to the seriousness of the matter, it is natural that once man
knows God and the hereafter, his whole life is affected and changed at an angle of one hundred
and eighty degrees, so whoever knows God loves him, fears him, hopes and lives for him, and if
his feelings, his life and his work are not affected by the Creator and the Hereafter, this is
because he does not feel the danger of the meaning of the Creator and the Hereafter, and this



means that he is still ignorant of God and the Hereafter.The value of something is known
compared to something else, It is the existence of the hereafter that has rendered the worldly life
worthless, If there is no hereafter, the worldly life would be of great value, and if man did not pay
attention to the danger of the afterlife, he sees the worldly life as great value because he does
not see other thing ,so his life is affected by it, he may see money then a very dangerous thing in
its value, then he lives for money, and his feelings are affected by money, out of love for him,
hope for him, fear of losing it, and an appreciation of its value. His concern about the value of
money and how to obtain it, and his emotions are affected by money with grief, joy and anger,
and his bad character is linked to money, such as envy of others, hatred and greed for money.
And most of his talk about money and how to get it, and all his work is to get money, and he may
fall into theft and bribery to get money and so on, all of that arises from the fact that he sees
money very valuable.Not being influenced by the unseen world means that the human being
treats it as if it does not exist, even if a few of his works have to do with the unseen world, but his
feelings, goals, aspirations, emotions, behavior, joy, sadness, intention, more talk and more of
his work have nothing to do with the unseen world.The misconception of the meaning of
knowledge of God and the hereafter:Theoretical knowledge is hearing and understanding, and
true knowledge is hearing, understanding and paying attention to the seriousness of what he
hears.A person may say that he knows Allah and knows the afterlife, and in fact he is unaware of
what he says, because if he knew who Allah is and what the afterlife is, all his feelings and
worries and his actions would change at an angle of one hundred and eighty degrees.Man
thinks that he knows Allah and the hereafter perfectly, and in fact this knowledge is only
theoretical knowledge, but true knowledge does not exist and he is ignorant.A man may be a
genius of the atomic scientists, and man may spend ten years in education and ten others in his
work experience to raise his experience to the highest positions, but he discovers after all that
he still does not know what the word "creator" means and does not know what the word
"afterlife" means?!.There are things that may seem very simple, such as knowing that man has a
creator and knowing the existence of paradise and fire, they are things that suit the age of
children to know them, but it is very strange to discover that man after he reaches adulthood,
and after his mind is filled with the seas of knowledge in worldly and religious matters, he
discovers that he needs this simple knowledge and that he had nothing but theoretical
knowledge, and that he needs to go back decades to know really that he has a Lord and that
there is an afterlife in which there is heaven and fire.The mere knowledge that we have a Creator
and that there is another life is not an easy information, but some still live in a coma, and he has
not yet woken up to the magnitude of the danger that awaits him, and he does not know what will
happen to him after moments of the great danger (the hereafter).In this book you may discover
that your knowledge of God and the hereafter is only theoretical knowledge and you discover
that the truth of your matter is that you are ignorant and do not know God or the hereafter.The
problem is, quite frankly, that we all think that we are far from ignorance of God and the
hereafter.Why does man think that he knows but really he does not know?Because the origin of



knowledge exists, because he has heard about Allah and the hereafter and understands what
the Creator and the hereafter mean.The missing element of knowledge is the loss of attention to
the seriousness of meaning, no matter what he hears and understands, he still does not pay
attention.The absence of an element of attention and the absence of the effect of knowledge are
evidence of ignorance:Ignorance of God means that he has heard and understood the meaning
that he has a Creator, but he has not heeded the seriousness of this meaning, i.e. not paying
attention to the extent of God's ability, the extent of his knowledge and the greatness of his
attributes.Knowing Allah means that he has heard, understood and watched.If a person is
certain that there is an afterlife, paradise and fire, but his feelings are not affected by the
Hereafter, then he does not feel awe of it or aspirate to it, does not love paradise and hopes for
it, and does not fear Hell, as well as he did not work for the Hereafter and deliverance from Hell,
then this person does not know what the Hereafter is.Also, if man is sure of god's ability to find
all this universe and how well he knows about managing everything in the universe and
creatures, if this does not lead to love of admiring for his ability, his knowledge, fear of his anger,
and the hope of his graces and work for his satisfaction, then he does not know God.As long as
a person is not affected by his feelings of God and the Hereafter, and the act of the heart has not
been fulfilled, he still does not know the meaning of the word “Lord” and the meaning of the word
“the Hereafter” despite the presence of complete certainty in God and the Hereafter!As long as
the man who is believed in Allah and the hereafter is still falling into sins and desires, this means
that his knowledge of Allah and the hereafter is weak or non-existent.Examples showing
ignorance due to lack of attention and absence of the effect of knowledge:The human being
knows that the bomb is a very dangerous thing and knows that the ball is a trivial thing although
they are both similar in form, but if he dealt with the bomb as he deals with the ball indicated that
he still does not know the meaning of the word(bomb), his knowledge of the word (bomb) is not
a real knowledge until he feels afraid of it and is careful when dealing with it, then only here he
has known the meaning of the word(bomb).If I am talking to you about a bomb that is now in
front of you and you are drinking a glass of wine, then you have theoretically learned that the
thing in front of you is a bomb, but you did not pay attention to the seriousness of the matter, and
you did not fear and did not run away because you are drunk, the fact is that you do not know
what the word (bomb) means.The same thing, the hereafter is a bomb in front of you because it
is a very dangerous thing, it is your future and your life and is about to reach and there are
horrors, so when I tell you the afterlife and you do not pay attention to its seriousness and deal
with the hereafter as if it is a normal word and do not prepare for it and wait for its coming, it
means that you are in a complete coma like a drunk who knows nothing, then you do not know
what the word (the hereafter) means.The same thing, the existence of the Creator means the
existence of one who has the enormous power to control everything and you do not pay
attention to the seriousness of this and your feelings are not affected by that, so you do not know
what the (Creator) means.*****************************Combining ignorance and certainty:A
person may be sure of something, but he treats it like an ignorant person who has not been



heard of it, he is not affected by it or working for it, because he is sure of something that he does
not know, and ignorance here is not because he has not heard about it or because he did not
understand what it means, but he is ignorant because he did not pay attention to its
seriousness.The combination of ignorance and certainty means that man does not realize the
seriousness of what he is sure of, and not paying attention to the seriousness of the matter is
ignorance of it, and we make this clear as follows:Ignorance is three types according to the
cause of ignorance:First: ignorance due to the absence of the origin of knowledge (for lack of
hearing or lack of understanding), and this ignorance cannot meet with certainty, because how
can he be sure of something that has not been heard or something that does not understand its
meaning.Secondly, ignorance due to the lack of attention: he heard and understood the
meaning, and therefore the origin of knowledge exists, which is hearing and understanding the
meaning, and therefore this kind of ignorance can come together with certainty, and then he is
sure of something that he is oblivious to and does not pay attention to its seriousness.Certainty
with no knowledge has no value, and the human being in this case is ignorant due to the lack of
attention and he is like the ignorant one who has not heard anything about it, and the problem in
many people is to be attentive and vigilant and not in certainty.The only advantage between the
ignorant one who has certainty and the ignorant with whom he has no certainty is that the
ignorant person with certainty only needs to achieve knowledge, while the ignorant one who has
no certainty needs to achieve knowledge and certainty.The disease that is prevalent in many
people is ignorance with certainty, i.e., ignorance of God and ignorance of the hereafter with
certainty in God and the hereafter, and the Muslim is required to achieve knowledge and
certainty, if he does not achieve knowledge but achieved certainty, then he must achieve
knowledge, even though achieving certainty before knowledge is inverse, then it is natural to
achieve knowledge first and then certainty.The meaning of certainty together with the absence
of attention (ignorance due to inattention):A person then deals with information like a computer
gives him information and data and gives you a result, whether the result is a gain or a loss, he
does not feel the seriousness of the result, he does not have a sense of value (attention) and he
has no difference between the size of the result is very large or small, and he does not have a
difference between the number of a million and one number, for both of them are just numbers
for him, so he has no feelings to rejoice in the gain or to mourn the loss, there is no interaction,
whether negative or positive, the computer only gives the result that there is an afterlife and
unseen and that is right.He deals with information through calculations and results only
regardless of the nature of the data and the nature of the results, he does not care about it in
anything, and is not affected by the importance or seriousness of these data or results, the issue
is no more than calculations and results no more than these calculations and results, regardless
of what these calculations and what these results are, for example he believes that if he puts a
flaming sulfur stick on the gas, it's going to set fire,but he does not care about it at all and does
not imagine how dangerous it is.Most people combine ignorance and certainty:Most of the
people of the earth of all their religions and affiliations combine ignorance with certainty, they



are sure that they have a creator and that there is a hereafter and they say so, but they are
oblivious to what they say, they have no attention to the seriousness of what they say, because if
they had any attention to what they say, their feelings would be related to God and the hereafter
and not to the worldly life, and their lives and goal would be for that, not for the sake of the
worldly life, and the most important concern of them would be Allah and the hereafter, and they
would have looked for the way to Allah's satisfaction and paradise.The vast majority of people,
whether Muslims, people of the Scripture or infidels, have certainty about Allah and the
hereafter, but few of them have real knowledge of Allah and the hereafter.All non-Muslims are
ignorant of Allah and the hereafter and worship their own desires, and some Muslims have fallen
into ignorance of Allah and the hereafter and worship their own desires.This book is to warn the
nation against falling into two types of hidden cardiac disbelief, the first type of disbelief called
( turning away or ignoring of the complete knowledge of the unseen world ), and the second is
the absence of what is called (absence of the act of the heart) which means that human feelings
and goals are not affected by the unseen world, as they happen together so that the second
type is an automatic effect of the first type, and we have clarified the concept of these two types
and the evidence and the reason for it and its treatment, and we explained the trick in which
many think that they are far from that while the opposite is true, so quickest yourself to save and
repair your heart.********************** Chapter 2: The Concept of Attention (the missing element
in knowledge Attention includes 2 types:1.Paying attention to the dangerous thing:this means
feeling awe of that thing.2. Paying attention to the trivial thing:This means not being influenced
by it.The question here is whether you are feeling awe from the Creator and the hereafter or are
you not affected by them?The answer turns out if you're treating the existence of the Creator and
the hereafter as dangerous or trivial.Concept of attention to a dangerous thing:Dealing with
information is proportional to the value and amount of the information, if the information is so
valuable that it has a very intense interaction and a great mental excitement, for example a
person is almost shocked and dies when he hears the news of the death of his family and the
burning of his house, or if he hears that he has been chosen to receive a tremendous prize, and
the sane person burns from within and accelerates By fleeing when he knows the existence of
Paradise and Hell and the account in the Hereafter, if he does not burn from within him or is
affected by fear, dread and anticipation, then this means that he has no mind and that he is not
aware of what is happening around him or that he is dead, and this is the case of the oblivious to
the Hereafter, and so on.Attention to a dangerous thing is an inner excitement occurs because
of something exciting.And this excitement can be expressed in the following
words:Awesomeness, Amazement, Surprise, The Exclamation, Astonishment, Dazzle,
Perplexing, Discomfort, Anxiety, sense of panic and chills.Attention is the human vision of the
value of the thing and his sense of how dangerous it is and how important it is.Attention to the
dangerous thing is different from paying attention to the trivial thing as follows:Naturally, the
great, dangerous, miraculous, surprising, strange, disturbing, amazing and poignant thing is
something interesting, and invites to wonder, dazzle, awe, amazement, astonishment,



confusion, annoyance, exhortation, admiration, alertness, a sense of danger, anxiety, and
emotional and psychological reactions with the thing.Attention and astonishment is according to
how important and dangerous a thing is, so the greater the risk, the greater the surprise, and if it
is trivial and has no danger in it, then there is no astonishment or wonder, and he does not pay
any attention to it.Attention means astonishment, awe, bewilderment, annoyance, admiration,
vigilance, dazzle, dread, wonder, strangeness, awakening, a sense of surprise, a sense of
danger, feeling anxious, and looking at something with a look of glorification, bewilderment, and
anxiety of the splendor, horror, excitement and mental agitation.It is a feeling of dread, panic,
and chills when he sees or hears a sudden strange thing that he did not expect, which is what a
person feels when he gets up from his sleep and finds himself in a lonely place or in a palace, for
example, or what the person who fainted feels when he wakes up from fainting, or What a
person feels if he sees a goblin or the like.Attention is a psychological state in which there is
anxiety, confusion, and excitement over the horror of the matter.The concept of attention to the
seriousness of the unseen world:It means exclamation, dazzle, awe, alertness, confusion,
annoyance, admiration, astonishment of the splendor, horror and strangeness from the unseen
world, awe of the unseen world, a sense of the dangers of the unseen world, and a sense of the
horror of it.And the fact that this thing is absent does not see it, this increases the excitement,
anxiety, fear, confusion and astonishment, also presence of angels and jinn around you and you
do not see them, this is an extraordinary miracle.Feeling awe is the generator and engine of
feelings, provided there is certainty:Feeling awe is the generator and engine of feelings because
if a person pays attention (feeling awe) to the good qualities in a thing, he loves it, and if he pays
attention to the ugly qualities of a thing, he hates it, and if he pays attention to the harm that may
be inflicted on him by that thing, he fears it, and if he pays attention to the benefit that may be
inflicted on him from that thing, he hopes for it, and so on.The feeling of awe is the nucleus that
leads to the formation of feelings such as fear, love, hope, etc. And so on, without a feeling of
awe, feelings do not form, so he who fears Hell must first have achieved the feeling awe of Hell,
and he who loves Paradise must first have achieved the feeling of awe in Heaven, and so on.The
first response to religion is to pay attention to the dangers of the unseen world, so Scholar of
Islam, Ibn Qayyim, says: (( The first degrees of vigilant slavery are the annoyance of the heart for
the wonderful attention out of the sleeping of the inattentive, and oh my God what has benefited
this splendor, and what is its greatest destiny and danger, and what is most important to it on
behavior, whoever feels it, will feel the success, otherwise, he is drunk of the inattention, and if
he notices, he rolled up his forearms for God with his desire to travel to his first homes, and his
homelands from which he has been exiled )) [2]The difference between feeling awe and fear of
punishment:The feeling of awe is related to the seriousness of the matter, whether that matter is
dangerous in its good or bad qualities, and whether that thing is dangerous in the extent of its
benefit or harm.So, it should be noted that the feeling awe of paradise, fire and the horrors of the
Resurrection is not a fear of punishment, but feeling awe of astonishment that makes the human
being confused about the existence of another eternal life in which a terrible paradise and a



terrible fire.The Infidels did not feel awe of the ability of Allah, so God says:) What is [the matter]
with you that you do not attribute to Allah [due] grandeur ([Nuh: 13]If you see a magician, then
you are in awe of what is made and a love of admiration for what is made.psychological state
characteristic to feeling awe:Look at the case of a man who goes to meet a king, he is preparing
psychologically because it is terrible, because he is in anxiety and disorder, and when he stands
at the king he may stutter from the prestige of the situation. the psychological state that he has is
called the feeling of awe, if you claim to feel awe of God do you have this psychological state?!If
someone went to the burns department of a hospital, and saw what the fire did to these patients,
then he is in pain even though h did not suffer any harm from the fire, this is the feeling of awe
and dread from the horror of what he sees, and this leads to a feeling of fear of coming nearby
fire, and this is the fear of punishment, so if the human being does not feel the pain of these
patients, then it means that he does not know really what the word (fire) means?, and therefore
he will not be afraid of punishment.Continuity of attention to the serious matter:As long as the
danger is present, attention must continue, so as long as the power of God is permanent,
attention must continue to the greatness of his power, and as long as the hereafter has not yet
come, attention must continue to the danger of its coming.Why does a person see the worldly
life as great value in contrast to its reality?The value of something is known in comparison to
something else, therefore, the existence of the hereafter has made the worldly life a trivial thing
that has no value, and if there is no Lord or afterlife, the worldly life would be very great, Because
then a person does not know anything else.If man firstly paid attention to the truth of the
hereafter, he saw the worldly life for what it really is, and therefore did not have a mental emotion
or an exclamation or astonishment, and a dazzle, a dread, a confusion, a sense of admiration to
the value of money, desires, positions or any matter of the worldly life, and look at money,
desires and the worldly life with contempt, not a look of veneration.This is because attention is
on the amount of danger and importance in the thing, and the worldly life has no danger in it, so
there is no surprise or wonder and no attention to it.If a person closes his eyes to the Hereafter
and does not notice its danger, then he sees the worldly life in contrast to its reality, so he sees it
as great because there is nothing in front of him but the worldly life, so he is amazed, dazed,
feared, surprised, baffled, astonished, awe-inspiring and astonished by the extent of the
greatness, importance and value of money, the sweetness of desires, and the extent of great
positions and other matters of this world, therefore, God says: «And whoever is blind in this [life]
will be blind in the Hereafter and more astray in way» [Israel: 72]This leads to his feelings
becoming attached to the worldly life and living for it, so the only remedy for a person's
attachment to the worldly life, desires and sins is knowledge of God and the Hereafter, and it is
impossible for a person to abandon desires and sins unless he knows the Hereafter true
knowledge with certainty.The more attention is weakened to the reality of the Hereafter, the
more he sees the worldly life as great, and the stronger the attention to the reality of the
Hereafter, the more he sees the worldly life as small.Why doesn't man pay attention to the reality
of himself, and see himself very valuable?:The fact that a man is small and humiliated, because



he is a creature and a submissive servant, and Allah does what he wants with him.But a person
is arrogant with his qualities, abilities and life, because he has closed his eye to the attributes
and abilities of the Creator, so he looked at himself and did not pay attention to the greatness of
the Creator, and since the value of a thing is defined in comparison to others, that is, he has a
false knowledge of the reality of himself.The attachment of man's feelings to himself is proof that
man still does not know the Creator.
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